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Dearest True Mother,
I miss you very much. The weather is getting very cold. Mother, please take care of your precious health.
On the first day of snow, the wind fluttered lightly and the snow covering everything in white was so
beautiful that I sat alone, looking out the window. It was like a love letter from Heavenly Parent. The
snow resembled you, Mother, so it reminded me of you. It was so beautiful that I wanted you to see it. I
wondered what you would think if you were watching it now, and if it would make you happy.
A few days ago, I saw you in a dream. You came to our Korean Language Education Center dormitory
and sat at the table in the kitchen, and we stood around you. You asked many questions and made sure we
were well, asking if we had hot water, whether the rooms were not cold, whether we were eating well,
and if we had everything we needed. True Mother, thank you so much for appearing in my dream. You do
not have to worry about anything, because we are healthy, eating well and studying Korean hard.
Mother, I am happy to receive this scholarship, which came from selling the helicopter that served as
True Parents' hands and feet and is filled with so much love, sacrifice and expectations. Thanks to this
scholarship, I am able to be in Korea, the same land as True Parents. Not only am I physically very close
to you, but by learning Korean in a beautiful environment, I can now understand True Parents' teachings
directly, so I am heartistically closer to you as well. I'm so thankful and happy that I cannot possibly
express everything here.
Beloved True Mother, I came to Korea for this fall semester and took the UPA entrance exam as soon as I
finished the two weeks of quarantine. Before taking the test, I stayed up two nights studying the Divine

Principle and preparing documents. However, I had a hard time during the physical fitness test, because I
was not in good shape. I realized how much I lacked not only a good mind but also a strong body, which
is needed to be a leader who can be True Parents' hands and feet. After that day, I exercised every
morning.
Starting from the very bottom, I am improving my physical strength little by little. Still, it was insufficient
and many times I wondered, how can I be of use to Heavenly Parent and True Parents if I cannot do even
this So I felt very sorry; my heart was heavy. However, at a recent Heavenly Treasures camp, the sports
instructor complimented me on my running. I was encouraged a lot because it seemed Heavenly Parent
was saying that I did a good job, and I enjoyed exercising more after that.
Through running, not only was I able to train my body, but I often felt Heavenly Parent's heart. When I
couldn't breathe and my body couldn't go on anymore, every second was a fight over whether I would
stop or keep running. Each time, I thought of you, True Mother, because you kept on moving forward
shedding holy blood, sweat, and tears, even when the pain was unbearable. I thought of how hard it must
have been for True Mother and Heavenly Parent, who have no choice but to run forward for the sake of
all the sons and daughters all over the world, not knowing when they will be able to rest.
It is said that a tremendous and overwhelming happiness flows when the mother finally embraces the
baby she gave birth to after a long labor. I will continue to run with Heavenly Parent and True Parents
until the end, imagining True Mother in happiness on the day all humanity, even the last person, is
embraced in Mother's bosom. I will learn more and grow to be a daughter who resembles True Parents
and that you can be proud of. I miss you, True Mother. I love you so much. Please take care of your
health. I love you!
Your daughter, Anna

